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This authoritative edition was originally published in the acclaimed Oxford Authors series under the general
editorship of Frank Kermode. It brings together a unique combination of Byrons poetry and prose - all the
major poems, complemented by important letters, journals, and conversations - to give the essence of his

work and thinking. Byron is regarded today as the ultimate Romantic, whose name has entered the language
to describe a man of brooding passion. Although his private life shocked his contemporaries his poetry was
immensely popular and influential, especially in Europe. This comprehensive edition includes the complete
texts of his two poetic masterpieces Childe Harold's Pilgrimage and Don Juan, as well as the dramatic poems

Manfred and Cain. There are many other shorter poems andpart of the satire English Bards and Scotch
Reviewers.

This authoritative edition was originally published in the acclaimed Oxford Authors series under the general
editorship of Frank Kermode. The most flamboyant and notorious of the major English Romantic poets

George Gordon Lord Byron was likewise. AbeBooks.com Lord Byron The Major Works Paperback Language
English. Find many great new used options and get the best deals for Oxford Worlds Classics Ser.

Lord Byron

There are enough short verse and prose excerpts to appreciate Byrons variety and versatility. It brings
together a unique combination of Byrons poetry and prose all the major poems complemented. Byron George
Gordon Byron Baron Lord Byron. The effect of stuffing Don Juan into this volume means that the book is

conflated to an unwieldy 1100 pages and several of Byrons key poems are either omitted or severely abridged
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like Lara and The Corsair. Oxford Worlds Classics. Only Genuine Products. com ótimos preços. Previous
Next. R9939 COMPRAR. by Byron George Gordon Paperback.
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